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ABSTRACT

Files containing 3D objects, typically represented as 3D meshes with certain geometry and texture information, are very large. Therefore, not only do 3D objects take a lot of storage space, it is also extremely time-consuming to transmit them over the network for visualization. In addition, most 3D visualization applications need the entire 3D data file to render the 3D object even though the user may be interested in only a small part or a low-resolution version of the object. Progressive coding of 3D objects can resolve these problems. In this paper, we report our recent progress in progressive representation, transmission, and visualization of 3D objects. In our scheme, both geometry and the texture of the 3D object are progressively coded and transmitted. More perceptually important information is transmitted before the less important information, which allows the user to stop the transmission at any time and yet retain the best available perceptual quality of the object at that time. Furthermore, the visible portion of the object is transmitted first and the non-visible portion is transmitted later, or not transmitted at all, in order to save the overall bandwidth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer graphics using 3D objects are becoming more and more popular in many applications including movie productions, TV commercials, and video games. However, files containing 3D objects still remain to be very large, so it is time-consuming to retrieve 3D objects from the storage device or to download them from the network. Moreover, most 3D visualization applications have to obtain the entire file of a 3D model in order to display the model, even when the user is interested only in a small part, or a low-resolution version, of the model. This makes it very ineffective when 3D models need to be shared or transmitted over the network. Therefore, progressive representation of 3D objects is desired to solve these problems to meet various needs [1],[2],[3].

One existing scheme for 3D object representation is the compressed binary format specified by the Web3D Consortium, a group that standardizes formats of files containing 3D models [4]. Another example is the work recently done by the Synthetic/Natural Hybrid Coding (SNHC) subgroup with MPEG-4 [5],[6]. A 3D model generally contains geometry, texture, and other attribute data like normals and colors. Most of existing progressive coding algorithms focus only on the geometry. These algorithms are progressive either in terms of resolution, i.e., the number of vertices [7],[8], or in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), i.e., the accuracy of vertex coordinates [9],[10],[11]. However, most existing schemes provide only a limited number of levels of detail (LOD). Furthermore, they consider only coding of the geometry information. Once some vertices and triangles are decimated during the simplification process, the corresponding attribute data are also discarded. To make the simplified model look realistic and similar to the original model, simplification of the attribute data including normals, colors and textures, should be taken into account together with the geometry.

In this paper, we propose a joint geometry/texture coding scheme for arbitrary manifold 3D models resulting in progressive bitstreams. The proposed algorithm is based on a vertex decimation approach. The 3D model is transmitted vertex-by-vertex,
providing "granular" progressive transmission. The textures are also coded progressively, and texture bits and geometry bits are combined into one bitstream. The proposed method allows the user to stop the transmission at any time and yet obtain the best available quality in terms of both geometry and texture. In addition to providing joint geometry/texture progressive coding, the proposed scheme is also comparable to or better than other existing schemes in terms of coding efficiency.

2. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

There are two ways to correspond attribute data with the 3D model. One is to associate attribute data to each vertex. In this paper, this type of data is called "vertex attributes" (vertex attributed texture coordinates, vertex attributed colors, and so on). The other to associate attribute data to each corner, i.e., each vertex in each triangle. We call this type of data "corner attributes" (corner attributed texture coordinates, corner attributed colors, and so on).

In the proposed scheme, the encoder removes vertices until we are left with a base mesh that has only a small fraction of the vertices and triangles in the original model. To send a 3D model progressively, we start by sending the vertex positions and vertex indices of the base mesh. Then, enhancements to this base mesh are sent, vertex-by-vertex, until all the vertices are transmitted. In the mean time, texture information is transmitted progressively, as detailed in the next section.

2.1. Vertex Decimation

The process of vertex decimation is as follows. In a triangular mesh, there is a ring of triangles that surround every vertex, as illustrated in Figure 2. To ensure that the most perceptually important vertices are sent before the less important vertices, we need a method for measuring the perceptual importance of vertices. We introduce two measures. The measure $v(i)$ is defined as the difference in the volume caused by the decimation, by forming tetrahedrons with the removed vertex as the apex and the new triangles as the base, and adding up the volumes of these tetrahedrons. We can see that the measure $v(i)$ is similar to the "curvature" of the mesh at the vertex.

The other measure $c(i)$ is to quantify texture similarity in the surrounding triangles. During the simplification procedure, some triangles are decimated. In case that each triangle has a corresponding color or small texture, some colored triangles or textures are lost by the simplification. In this paper, we adopt the color difference as the criterion. The idea of this second measure is as follows. Consider two vertices on 3D surfaces, $V_1$ and $V_2$ in Figure 1. While the triangles connected to $V_1$ have different color information, those of $V_2$ have similar colors. In order to preserve the appearance of the models, $V_2$ should be decimated prior to $V_1$ even when the measure $v(i)$ may be the same for these two cases. The other measure $c(i)$ therefore seeks to find the importance of vertices in terms of the color difference. In our current implementation, we first transform RGB values to the LUV color space. Next we find the average of each component, and use the sum of the absolute differences between the averages as the measure.

![Figure 1: Left: triangles with different colors. Right: triangles with similar colors](image)

To evaluate the overall perceptual importance of each vertex, we calculate the weighted sum of the two measures as follows.
\[ m(i) = \alpha v(i) + (1 - \alpha)c(i) \]  

Vertices with large \( m(i) \) are considered more perceptually important. Therefore, they are decimated later in the encoding process, and sent earlier during the transmission process. The user can freely select the weights, \( \alpha \), depending on the user’s preference on the relative importance of geometry versus texture information. In case of 3D models without texture, only \( v(i) \) is considered.

The process of vertex decimation is applied, vertex-by-vertex, from vertices of low \( m(i) \) to vertices of high \( m(i) \), until only irremovable vertices remain, which form the base mesh. Vertices that satisfy either one of the following two conditions are considered irremovable, so as to retain the topology and the appearance of the simplified model.

1. The triangles surrounding the vertex do not form a closed ring. Vertices on the boundaries satisfy these conditions, so this condition prevents us from decimating vertices on the boundaries.

2. The vertex has extraneous triangles connected to it. If the model has partially junctions of triangles, the vertices connected to them are not decimated.

2.2. Re-Triangulation and Texture Re-Mapping

Once a vertex is decimated, re-triangulation and texture re-mapping are applied to fill up the hole caused by the decimation. As we mentioned above, 3D meshes may have two types of attribute data, vertex attributes and corner attributes [12]. The corner-attributed textures are distributed at random in the texture map. The vertex attributed texture map typically looks like regular images. Thus, we need to consider both cases of corresponding the 3D geometry with the texture map. In case of the vertex attributed texture coordinates, once a vertex is decimated, the textures belonging to the triangles originally connected to the vertex can be re-mapped directly to the base left by the decimation. Since the texture coordinates of the remaining vertices will remain the same, any re-triangulation scheme produces similar results so no texture re-mapping is needed. However in case of the corner attributed texture coordinates, the re-triangulation and the re-mapping significantly affect the decimated model. We now discuss the method we use to correspond each triangle to the texture map. First, among all vertices connected to the vertex that is considered, we find the vertex that has the closest distance from the removed vertex. Then, the removed vertex is mapped to the closest vertex, which results in a triangle fan as in Figure 2. The textures owned by the triangles that are retained are then re-mapped to the new triangles. For example, in Figure 2, the decimated vertex is moved to the vertex C. The original textures of triangles 1, 4, 5 and 6 are hence mapped to the new four triangles.
2.3. Compression algorithm

The encoder, following the vertex decimation algorithm aforementioned, replaces the original mesh with a base mesh and a sequence of vertices with associated attribute data. Each vertex is encoded as a seven-tuple: the index of the closest vertex on the edge, the indices of the two vertices on which we start the fan triangulation, the number of triangles to traverse, the $x$, $y$, $z$ coordinates of the decimated vertex, and two texture coordinates, $s$ and $t$, for each vertex in the two triangles removed by the decimation. For 3D models without texture, texture coordinates are not necessary. Vertices in the base mesh are numbered sequentially, and each new vertex is assigned the next available index.

We encode the vertex indices using arithmetic coding. To complete the compression, we encode the vertex coordinates and texture coordinates. Since 3D objects are often well modeled as piecewise smooth regions, the vertex and texture coordinates are highly correlated. These coordinates are predictable by using the neighboring vertices. The vertex coordinates $x$, $y$, $z$ are predicted by a linear combination of the neighboring vertices. Similarly, for the models with the vertex attributed texture coordinates, they are predicted by a linear combination of the neighboring texture coordinates.

In case of corner attributed texture coordinates, the texture coordinate of the first vertex is transmitted without any prediction and then the coordinate of the second vertex is predicted by the first coordinate. The coordinate of the third vertex is predicted by the average of the first two coordinates. The residues are quantized by a prescribed step size and then arithmetic coded.

2.4. Coding of Other Attribute Data

The algorithm mentioned above can be easily extended to models with other attribute data such as colors and normals. We incorporate the color and normal differences to the metric (1) in a similar way. We assign the colors and the normals by the same means of the texture re-mapping in Section 2.2. As in case of the texture, the indices and the actual data such as colors and normal vectors are transmitted separately. Once a vertex is decimated, the indices of the data assigned to the vertex are transmitted without any prediction or entropy coding. The encoder codes only the colors and the normal vectors used by the current meshes with prediction and entropy coding.

3. PROGRESSIVE TEXTURE CODING

As is described above, there are two types of texture correspondence to be considered, correspondence for each vertex and for each corner. In the former case, one texture image is mapped to a whole model. Since this type of texture is often as smooth as typical 2D images, we have adopted the wavelet coding algorithm in [13] to encode the texture, resulting in SNR progressive bitstreams. In the latter case, the texture map contains many triangles of various sizes. For this type of texture, we encode each triangle independently and send it to the decoder. The coding method we employ is as follows. First consider a rectangle circumscribing the triangle. We choose a rectangle with each dimension being a multiple of 8. We fill up the pixels outsized the triangle with the pixels at boundary of the triangle by vertical padding followed by horizontal padding, similar to what is used in MPEG-4. Then, we compress the rectangle using discrete cosine transform (DCT), scalar quantization, zigzag scan and Huffman coding, similar to the JPEG algorithm. In our framework, only the textures required to render a current level of the model are transmitted. Hence, progressive texture coding is achieved.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Compression Results

We tested several 3D models in VRML format downloaded from public web sites. Table 1 shows that comparison between our algorithm and resolution progressive mode of the MPEG-4, which has 10 LOD. Our 3D representation has continuously progress resolution, i.e., the number of LOD corresponds to the number of decimated vertices plus one. In our algorithm, the base mesh of each tested model is compressed by the non-progressive codec of MPEG-4 3D coding algorithm [6].
Quantization of 10-bit resolution is applied to all vertex coordinates. From the results in Table 1, we can see that not only is our representation more “granular,” our compression efficiency is also better than the MPEG-4.

4.2. Progressive Streaming

We have also implemented a viewer to progressively display the 3D models coded by our algorithm. Once sufficient bits are downloaded from the server to display more detail, the new model is updated on the display. While the file is being downloaded, the user can change the viewpoint to examine the model. If the user is not interested in the model, the downloading can be stopped at any time. Figure 3 shows what a model looks like as it is being loaded through a 28.8K modem dial-up connection. This model has corner attributed textures. It can be seen that even a low level version of the model gives the user a very good idea of what the complete model would look like. Since we use the texture difference as the measure of importance for vertices, color patterns, such as the edge between white and black feathers in Figure 3(a), are nicely rendered during the whole process.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we demonstrated joint geometry/texture progressive coding of 3D models. We have created tools that code 3D files into progressive bitstreams, and a browser that allows the user to download and view these files progressively. Our viewer has been implemented and fully tested. It is available for download at http://amp.ece.cmu.edu/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>#v</th>
<th>#t</th>
<th>#dv</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Proposed method (bytes)</th>
<th>MPEG-4 hierarchical mode (bytes)</th>
<th>Original VRML (KB) (*1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beethoven</td>
<td>2655</td>
<td>5030</td>
<td>2092</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>10080</td>
<td>13951</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femur</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>7798</td>
<td>3824</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>13896</td>
<td>18832</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull</td>
<td>10952</td>
<td>22104</td>
<td>10596</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>45076</td>
<td>59296</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triceratops</td>
<td>2832</td>
<td>5660</td>
<td>2762</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>10524</td>
<td>13831</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>11135</td>
<td>22238</td>
<td>11060</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>40299</td>
<td>48403</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>5013</td>
<td>10009</td>
<td>4874</td>
<td>texture</td>
<td>147811 - (*2)</td>
<td>605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vase 1</td>
<td>5153</td>
<td>10044</td>
<td>4685</td>
<td>texture</td>
<td>126082 - (*2)</td>
<td>651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vase 2</td>
<td>5614</td>
<td>10133</td>
<td>3338</td>
<td>texture</td>
<td>154757 - (*2)</td>
<td>651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totem pole</td>
<td>5184</td>
<td>10044</td>
<td>3968</td>
<td>texture</td>
<td>160094 - (*2)</td>
<td>683</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totem pole</td>
<td>5184</td>
<td>10044</td>
<td>3969</td>
<td>color</td>
<td>94809 - (*2)</td>
<td>242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Face</td>
<td>1221</td>
<td>2374</td>
<td>1084</td>
<td>color</td>
<td>7340  - (*2)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>5013</td>
<td>10009</td>
<td>4817</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>80831 - (*2)</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vase</td>
<td>5614</td>
<td>10133</td>
<td>3350</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>106222 - (*2)</td>
<td>258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totem pole</td>
<td>5184</td>
<td>10044</td>
<td>3983</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>92884 - (*2)</td>
<td>242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#v: number of vertices, #t: number of triangles, #dv: number of decimated vertices

*1: Original VRML files are gziped and the texture models include texture files compressed by JPEG.

*2: MPEG-4 Software does not work for these models.

Table 1: Comparison of total number of bytes between the proposed algorithm and MPEG-4

Figure 3: Simulation of the progressive 3D models under 28.8 kbps environment

(a) 8.02 sec  (b) 20.05 sec  (c) 40.10 sec